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Direct thrust measurements of an Electron Cyclotron Resonance plasma thruster are performed with a thrust balance. The thruster performances are deduced, and the influence of power and mass-flow rate is studied. The measured thrust is around 1mN for 50 W of microwave power input and 0.1 mg/s of xenon, corresponding to 1000 s of specific impulse and 11% of total efficiency. It is found that the thrust is increased by 25% when the walls of the plasma source are covered with a dielectric layer. Comparisons are made between the direct thrust measurements and the indirect thrust measurements obtained with electrostatic probes in the plasma beam.

**Nomenclature**

- $E_i$ = ion energy, eV
- $T_e$ = electron temperature, eV
- $B$ = magnetic field, G
- $M$ = mass of arm of the balance, kg
- $g$ = 9.8098 m/s$^2$, gravitational acceleration
- $L_G$ = distance between the pivot and the center of mass of the arm of the balance, m
- $L_T$ = distance between the pivot and the center of thrust on the arm of the balance, m
- $\theta$ = angle between the arm of the balance and the fixed part
- $T$ = thrust, N
- $m_i$ = calibration mass i, kg
- $L_i$ = position of the calibration mass i on the calibration arm, m
- $L_c$ = distance between the pivot and the calibration arm on the arm of the balance, m
- $\gamma$ = calibration factor, mV/µN
- $V_{PID}$ = output voltage of the PID controller, V
- $M_i$ = ion mass, kg
- $J_i$ = ion current density, µA/cm$^2$
- $\phi$ = rotation angle of the Faraday probe
- $e$ = 1.6 $10^{-19}$ C, elementary charge
I. Introduction

Electrodeless plasma thrusters are an alternative technology to the well-known Gridded Ion Engines and Hall Thrusters. The advantage of the concept is the quasi-neutrality of the plasma that is expelled: there is no need for a neutralization cathode, which is one of the most fragile components in ion and hall thrusters, and which are very sensitive to impurities in the propellant. This leads to a potentially higher reliability, longer lifetime, and lower development and recurring costs for electrodeless thrusters. But the complexity of the underlying physics involved is so far limiting the development of this technology. One of the main difficulties is to model with enough precision all the mechanisms occurring simultaneously in the thruster such as ionization and plasma acceleration.

The main electrodeless technologies that are currently being developed are the Helicon Plasma Thruster (HPT), the Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) plasma thruster, and the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) which is a combination of a Helicon and an ICR (Ion Cyclotron Resonance) plasma [1]. HPT and ECR thrusters use radio-frequency electromagnetic waves as power sources to heat electrons and an electron-driven magnetic nozzle to accelerate the plasma out of the chamber, whereas VASIMR relies on ion heating in an ICR source and ion acceleration in a magnetic nozzle. The HPT uses the wave-plasma coupling obtained by the propagation of Helicon waves (low frequency whistler waves [2]) in cold magnetized plasma. On the other hand, the ECR plasma thruster uses the resonant absorption [3] of microwave power (frequency of several GHz) by the electrons in a magnetized plasma in order to produce and maintain the discharge. For both technologies, the
mechanisms that occur in the magnetic nozzle, *i.e.* ion acceleration and plasma detachment, are not fully understood and are still active fields of research [4].

ECR plasma thrusters have been studied since the 60s [5]. In the middle of the 90s, Sercel performed a study on an ECR engine where the microwaves are launched in the plasma source from a cylindrical waveguide [6]. Stallard and Hooper, also studied these technologies and developed a prototype based on a bi-helical antenna [7,8]. The interest into these technologies was hampered by the low efficiency of the microwave generators available at the time, and the poor vacuum conditions of the experiments (often much larger than $10^{-5}$ mbar), due to the high power and to the high mass-flow rate. Indeed it is now known that an electric thruster must be operated in a good vacuum (less than $10^{-5}$ mbar) to show good performances [9,10].

Since 2010, the ECR plasma thruster technology is re-investigated and a new coaxial design has been proposed [11]. At the current development stage, the power range (< 50 W) and the thrust range (100 µN to 1 mN) are compatible with the rising nanosat market, whose requirements are not well covered by commercially available technologies.

Previous works on ECR plasma thruster led to a better understanding of the technology [12,13]. An analytical discharge model of a helicon source [14] has been adapted to the ECR thruster, and has helped to understand the physical mechanisms at play [15]. Experimental parametric studies have shown that the thruster performances are very sensitive to the operating conditions; the mass-flow rate, the injected power and the magnetic field magnitude have a significant effect on the ion energy and the mass efficiency. It has also been shown that the ion energy to electron temperature ratio, $E_i/T_e$, is constant for a given magnetic field magnitude (about 4-5). This enables the use, in certain conditions, of a polytropic expansion law to model electron cooling and ion acceleration in the magnetic nozzle [16,17]. More recently, electron temperatures up to 35 eV have been measured in the source using a diamagnetic loop diagnostic, and the electron cooling has been observed in the expansion region [18].

The thruster efficiency has been measured at 16% with a thrust level of 1 mN using electrostatic probe measurements [19, 20]. However, the interpretation of these measurements are difficult in magnetic nozzle plumes because of the high ion energy, the high electron temperatures, the large magnetic field (several hundreds of Gauss), which can lead to a dramatic error on the estimation of the performances. On the other hand, thrust balances, when properly designed and used, are a reliable and fast method to measure thrust, allowing complete parametric studies. Moreover, thrust balances are the industry standard [21].
In this paper the ECR plasma thruster is tested on a pendulum thrust balance that has been previously developed for a helicon thruster [22] at ONERA’s facility. A similar thrust stand was selected by ESA and CNES to characterize cold gas microneutron thrusters for scientific mission such as GAIA, LISA-PATHFINDER, MICROSCOPE and EUCLID [23].

In the last few years several direct thrust measurements have been performed on HPT. Takahashi and Lafleur have used a double pendulum balance with a laser displacement sensor [24, 25]. They were able to measure thrusts up to 4 mN for powers up to 700 W. Nakamura used a torsional thrust balance with a laser displacement sensor, reaching 650 µN at 400 W [26]. In this last work, they were able to discriminate the origin (magnetic or thermal, more detail in the next section) of the thrust.

This paper presents the first direct thrust measurements of an ECR plasma thruster with a magnetic nozzle. Section II presents the ECR thruster technology, along with the thrust balance and the measurement procedure. A parametric study on mass flow-rate and power and the effect of insulating/conducting walls are shown in section III. Finally, the direct thrust measurements are compared with electrostatic plume diagnostics in section IV.

II. Apparatus and Methods

A. Description of the thruster technology and prototypes

The principle of the ECR plasma thruster is described in detail in [11] and [13]. The thruster consists of a 27 mm diameter and 15 mm long semi-open coaxial plasma source (Fig. 1) in which a propulsive gas is injected and microwave power is fed. The source is immersed in a magnetic field created either by a coil or a permanent magnet. In the regions where the cyclotron frequency, which depends on the applied magnetic field, matches the frequency of the injected microwaves (e.g. 875 G for a microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz), the free electrons from the plasma are heated by the electron cyclotron resonance effect, and absorb the microwave power. The electron temperature is increased up to a few tens of eV [18], and the electrons ionize the propellant gas by inelastic collisions. The energetic electrons are expelled at the open side of the cavity (exhaust) by two main processes: plasma expansion (driven by the electron pressure) and diamagnetic effects in the divergent magnetic field [25, 27-31]. The difference of mobility between the ions and the electrons creates an ambipolar electric field that maintains the quasi-neutrality of the current-free plasma beam and accelerates the ions. Finally, the electrons detach themselves from the magnetic
field lines in the far field in order to produce a net momentum gain. Plasma detachment is still an open question and several mechanisms have been proposed [29].

**Fig. 1 Picture of the ECR-PM-V1 Thruster operating with xenon in the B09 vacuum chamber at ONERA Palaiseau.**

The results presented in this paper were obtained with a permanent magnet prototype of the ECR thruster (Fig. 2). The coil version that has been extensively characterized in the previous papers [15] is not appropriate for a direct measurement on a thrust balance due to the weight of the magnetic circuit and the stiffness of the cables used to drive the current. The geometry of the source in the new permanent magnet version (ECR-PM-V1) is similar to the coil version. The magnetic field topology of this new version is shown in Fig. 3. An annular magnet made of Nd-Fe-B (26 mm inner diameter, 70 mm outer diameter, 25 mm thickness) is located at the back of the plasma source (see Fig. 2). The propellant is injected through two holes (2 mm in diameter) in a dielectric (boron nitride) back plate.

**Fig. 2 Schematic of the ECR-PM-V1 thruster (not in scale).**
The ECR zone, i.e. the zone where the magnetic field magnitude is around $B_{ECR}(G) \approx 357.4 \times f(\text{GHz})$ (colored zone in Fig. 3), can be moved inside the cavity by adjusting the distance between the source and the magnet. All the results presented in this paper are obtained with the ECR zone between 0.5 and 1 mm from the backplate.

The thruster is electrically isolated from the facility ground with a DC-Block, so the plume is current-free. The thruster source is floating at the thruster potential, which depends on the electron temperature in the source and is directly proportional to the ion mean energy, as shown in [12].

The inner conductor (the antenna) is a 1.7 mm cylinder made of nonmagnetic stainless steel. All the other metallic parts of the thruster are made of aluminum alloy. In some experiments (see Section III.C), the inner part of the external cylinder is covered by polyimide tape in order to electrically insulate the thruster from the plasma.

![Fig. 3 Magnetic field topology of the ECR-PM-V1 Thruster. The colored zone is the ECR zone. The lengths are in centimeters.](image)

For this new prototype, an experimental investigation on the influence of the parameters has been performed in order to find the optimal operating conditions.

The ECR-PM-V1 prototype is typically operated with microwave input powers in the range 20-60 W, and with xenon mass-flow rates in the range 0.05–0.2 mg/s.

The microwave generator is a combination of a commercial signal generator (Kuhne KUSG245) and an amplifier (KUPA 2325E). It can deliver power from 0 W to 100 W, with an adjustable frequency from 2.3 GHz to
2.6 GHz. The mass flow rate is controlled with a Bronkhorst “EL-FLOW” regulator (1 mg/s full range) calibrated for xenon.

All the results presented in this paper are obtained with a microwave frequency of 2.45GHz. The experiments are performed in the 4 m long and 1 m in diameter, B61 vacuum chamber at ONERA Palaiseau center. The secondary pumping is ensured by a “Pfeiffer TPH2200” turbo-molecular pump (1 000 l/s for xenon) and a cryogenic system (7 000 l/s for xenon). The base pressure is about $10^{-7}$ mbar. The pressure is measured by a MKS999 Quattro vacuum transducer and is typically about $5 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar when the thruster is operated at 0.1 mg/s.

B. Balance Principle

The pendulum thrust balance is a vertical pendulum balance with a quasi-frictionless pivot. The thruster is mounted at the end of the arm (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4 Schematic of the thrust balance.](image)

When the thruster is operated, the produced thrust creates a torque on the arm. At the steady state, the torques of the thrust and of the arm weight cancel each other (Fig. 5). One can obtain an expression for the thrust, using the equation of the equilibrium of the torques:
The absolute value of the thrust is directly proportional to the sine of the angle. Two different types of sensors are placed on the pendulum: a Honeywell QA 700 accelerometer, which is used to assess the initial verticality of the arm (without thrust), and a FOGALE MC900 capacitive sensor, which is used to measure the displacement because of its higher signal-to-noise ratio.

In order to adjust the horizontality for the initial tuning of the balance, another accelerometer is placed on the static part of the balance.

One can estimate the order of magnitude of the tilt angle from the eq. (1). Taking $T=1 \mathrm{mN}$, $M=1 \mathrm{kg}$ (mass of the thruster and the pendulum arm) and $L_T = 3L_G$, the angle would be $\theta = 0.02^\circ$ ($\sim 0.1 \mathrm{mm}$ of displacement). The capacitive sensor must then have a resolution high enough to detect the small displacement of the arm. Experiments with a similar balance [19] have shown that non-linearity and hysteresis effects can appear when the arm is moving, due to the pivot or cables attached. The balance has been modified with a PID loop to be operated in “null mode”, where the arm is kept vertical while the thrust is applied. The same method has recently been used by Kakami [32].

C. PID control system

A PID (Proportional, Integrator, Derivator) control system (shown in Fig. 6) is added in order to keep the balance arm at its equilibrium position. The signal from the capacitive sensor is fed to the analog PID controller (SRS SIM960). The output signal (correction of the controller) is sent to a planar coil actuator that is placed near a permanent magnet which is attached on the arm. When the voltage from the PID is applied to the coil, the resulting

\[
T = Mg \frac{L_G}{L_T} \sin(\theta)
\]
magnetic field interacts with the permanent magnet and produces a force that can move the arm or, in the present case, prevent it to move.

The output voltage from the PID controller is theoretically proportional to the torque applied on the arm. With a proper calibration, the PID output signal can be used as a thrust signal. The parameters of the PID controller (proportional gain $K_p$, derivative coefficient $K_d$ and integral coefficient $K_i$) have been adjusted in order to obtain a reasonable time response, while limiting the overshoot, the number of oscillations and the static error. The setpoint of the controller is set at 0 V (capacitive sensor), corresponding to the value at rest.

**Fig. 6 Logic diagram of the PID control system with the capacitive sensor as an input and the planar coil as the actuator for the output.**

The response of the PID control to a step of thrust is shown in Fig. 7. A signal generator (in Fig. 6) plugged on a SRS SIM980 “Summing Amplifier” is used to apply a step signal to the actuator (Coil) in order to simulate a step of thrust. With the settings used for the PID controller, the time response of the regulation is about 5 s, which is short enough for the post-processing. The PID signal on Fig. 7 is post-processed with a centered (0.4 Hz) moving average, which is a non-causal low-pass filter. This is why the post-processed PID signal starts rising slightly before the step of simulated thrust. The post-processing methods of the signals are more detailed in section E.
D. Thrust Calibration

The PID output signal obtained during the acquisition is converted into an absolute thrust value through a calibration method, where small masses are successively deposited on a calibration arm with a vacuum-rated translation stage. The purpose of this operation is to obtain the value of the calibration coefficient and to verify the linearity of the balance response over the whole thrust range (see [23]).

The weights of the calibration masses, $m_i g$, are measured precisely using a Mettler Toledo balance with an accuracy of 0.01 mg. The torque equation for the calibration can be written as:

\[ T_i = \frac{L_i}{L_c} m_i g + O(\theta) \]  

(2)

where $L_i$ is the mass position on the calibration arm and $L_c$ is the arm length ($0.394 \pm 2 \times 10^{-3}$ m).

The length of the balance arm ($L_c$), the positions of the calibration masses ($L_i$) and their weight are known. So, the theoretical value of the “equivalent” thrust (the torque) produced by the calibration masses is determined with a good accuracy using eq. (2). The PID signal is measured for each deposited mass, and the calibration factor $\gamma_i$ can be deduced (ratio of the PID step signal to the “equivalent” thrust):
\[ \gamma_i = \frac{V_i}{T_i} \] (3)

Table 1 lists the different masses, their positions on the calibration arm and the cumulated equivalent thrust yielded. This span of equivalent thrust covers the range of thrust expected with the current version of the ECR thruster.

**Table 1 Calibration masses and their position on the calibration arm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masses (mg)</th>
<th>Position (mm)</th>
<th>Eq thrust ((\mu N))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>197.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>135.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228.64</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>320.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313.4</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>651.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.12</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>1048.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336.75</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>1488.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 (top) shows a typical acquisition of the output PID signal during a mass deposition. The uncertainty bars come from the error budget explained in Table 2 (section III-A).
The calibration factor is indeed constant over the thrust range. Then, the mean factor \( \gamma = \langle \gamma_i \rangle \) will be taken to convert thrust measurements. In this case, the mean calibration factor would be around 2 mV/\( \mu \)N for all the thrust levels. Balance calibration is performed before every series of thrust measurement. It should be noted that the day-to-day repeatability of the calibration coefficient is very good, which strengthens the validity of the method.

E. Signal Acquisition

During the acquisition, the signals of forward power, reflected power, Faraday probe current and PID output \( (V_{PID}) \) are recorded by a National Instrument NIPCI-6281 (16 channel 18 bits, 500 kHz) acquisition board.
Anti-aliasing low-pass Butterworth type filters (SRS SIM965) with a 24 dB/octave slope are used for all channels. The cutoff frequency is set at 20 Hz for the capacitive sensor and at 1 Hz for the other channels. The data acquisition is done at 40 Hz sampling frequency.

The forward and reflected powers are used to calculate the power transmitted in the plasma. They are measured “in-line” with a Werlatone C6187 dual coupler and diode detectors (JFW 50D-052) that are calibrated using a power sensor (Ladybug 478A).

F. Thrust measurement procedure and post-processing

Fig. 9 shows a typical acquisition of the PID output signal during a thrust measurement of the ECR thruster. The first peak corresponds to the thruster ignition. The thrust amplitude is quite high because of the injection of a larger mass flow rate during a short period. The operating conditions (mass flowrate and power) are then adjusted, and the properties of the thruster are monitored during its stabilization.

Once the thruster has reached a steady-state regime (after ~1 minute) the microwave power is turned off. The thrust value is obtained by measuring the step of PID voltage at the plasma extinction. After extinction the thruster is still fed with xenon, and a cold gas thrust is applied to the thruster. The thrust values that are presented in this paper are not corrected for this residual force. Without plasma, the specific impulse in cold gas mode has been measured around 20 s. The fraction of cold gas thrust represents between 2% and 5% of the measured thrust in the mass flowrate range tested here.

![Thrust signal during a thrust measurement acquisition](image)

Fig. 9 Typical thrust signal during a thrust measurement acquisition.

One of the main requirements to perform a thrust measurement is that the thermal drift on the sensors must be low enough so that the step amplitude can be measured. The dielectric losses in the microwave cables and the
charged particles flux on the walls of the plasma source induce a heating of the balance arm and a thermal dilation of the materials. The center of equilibrium of the pendulum is then moved, which produces the drift seen on the thrust signal. No significant effect of the temperature on the calibration coefficient was noticed for this balance. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the thrust step is easily detected despite the thermal drift.

The signals are post-processed in order to have a precise and systematic way to analyze the results. The procedure is as follows: first, a moving average of the data on 100 points (i.e. a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz for an acquisition frequency of 40 Hz) is applied; forward and reflected powers are then combined together to obtain the power transmitted to the thruster; finally, the step of PID signal is converted into thrust using the calibration factor.

G. Electrostatic diagnostics

Another method to evaluate the thruster performances is to calculate the thrust from electrostatic probes measurements.

The thrust $T$ can be estimated from the angular profile of the ion current density $J_i$ and from the mean ion velocity $v_i$ at centerline (assuming that the velocity is uniform over the angular profile, which has been shown in [13]). Both measurements are performed with a gridded Faraday probe that is described in [12]. The expression of the thrust is:

$$T = \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \frac{M_i}{e} J_i(\phi) 2\pi D^2 v_i \sin(\phi) \cos(\phi) d\phi$$

where $M_i$ is the ion mass, $e$ the elementary charge, $D$ the distance between the probe and the axis, and $\phi$ is the angle of rotation of the probe (see Fig. 10).

Eq.(4) is valid only if the plasma beam is axisymmetric (the probe can move only in a plane) and for singly ionized ions (multi-ionized ions are neglected).

![Fig. 10 Schematic of the Faraday probe diagnostic.](image-url)
A rotation stage makes the Faraday probe rotate around the ECR thruster in order to perform the angular scans (Fig. 10). The probe is placed 26.5 cm (± 0.5 cm) away from the thruster for all the measurements presented here. The probe consists of a collector and a grid with a collection aperture diameter of 6 mm ± 0.5 mm and a transparency of 70% ± 10%. For the measurement of ion current density (Fig. 11 top), the collector is biased negatively and the current is taken in the ion saturation zone of the IV curve (typically at -300 V). The grid is floating in order to avoid sheath expansion issues. No noticeable differences are observed when the grid is grounded. The collected ion current is measured with a Keithley picoammeter or with a shunt resistor. As can be seen on Fig. 12, the angular profile of ion current density has two distinctive characteristics. First, the profile is not peaked on centerline: two symmetric peaks are observed at -5° and +5°. This could be due to non-homogeneities of the neutral gas injection (the gas is injected through the two holes in the backplate), which creates variations of plasma density in the source and in the plume. Second, there is a residual ion current at 90°. This could be due to the presence of ambient plasma produced by ionizing collisions of neutrals with electrons from the plume.

The mean ion velocity in eq. 4 can be calculated from the mean ion energy:

\[ v_i = \sqrt{\frac{2E_i}{M_i}} \]

The mean ion velocity is measured using the Langmuir characteristics of the Faraday probe [12,33]. The mean ion energy is deduced from the first derivative of the current (Fig. 11 bottom). With a single grid probe, this method is not able to determine the full ion energy distribution function with a good accuracy because of the disturbing presence of electrons from the beam and secondary electrons produced at the surface of the grid. However the mean ion energy calculated with this method is trustworthy and has been verified by comparison with a commercial ion energy analyzer. This method enables measuring the total ion energy (which is the sum of ion kinetic energy and ion potential energy) at the probe location with an error of approximately 3%. Assuming the conservation of total ion energy in the magnetic nozzle, the measured energy value is the kinetic energy that ions would have in a region where the plasma potential is close to zero (i.e. in the far plume). Depending on the real potential drop in the magnetic nozzle, the mean ion velocity can be overestimated.
III. Thrust measurement results

The standard performance indicators for the thruster technologies are reminded here. First, the total efficiency is given by:

$$\eta_T = \frac{T^2}{2Q_mP},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

the specific impulse can be expressed as:
\[ I_{sp} = \frac{T}{Q_m g} \]  

and the Thrust To Power Ratio is: \( TTPR = \frac{T}{P} \).

\( Q_m \) is the input massflow, and \( g = 9.8089 \text{ m/s}^2 \) the gravitation force acceleration. In the following, the thrust \( T \) and these indicators will be used to characterize the performances of the thruster. For all performance indicators that are used in his article, \( P \) is the microwave power deposited in the plasma, (taking into account the losses in the microwave line between the coupler and the plasma source).

### A. Uncertainties of the direct thrust measurement.

The measurement uncertainties have been calculated by error propagation of the elementary error sources.

Table 2 lists the uncertainties of the different quantities useful for the determination of the performance indicators \( (T, I_{sp}, \eta_T, TTPR) \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity ( X_i )</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Uncertainty ( \Delta X_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_{PID} (V) )</td>
<td>PID step signal</td>
<td>20 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_i (V) )</td>
<td>PID calibration signal</td>
<td>30 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_T (m) )</td>
<td>Balance arm length</td>
<td>2 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_i (m) )</td>
<td>Calibration arm length until slit ( i )</td>
<td>5 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_i (kg) )</td>
<td>Calibration mass</td>
<td>10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g (m/s^2) )</td>
<td>Gravity acceleration constant</td>
<td>&lt; 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_m (SCCM) )</td>
<td>Mass-flow rate</td>
<td>0.01 + 0.005 ( Q_m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P (W) )</td>
<td>MW power</td>
<td>0.04 ( P )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The uncertainty on the power deposited in the plasma comes from the measurement of diode detector voltage (which depends on the power level), from the attenuation value in the microwave line, and from the directivity of the coupler that induces a non-linear behavior.

The uncertainty over the thrust \( T \) is expressed as:

\[
\Delta T(mN) = \sqrt{ \left( \frac{\Delta V_{PID}}{\gamma} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta V_i}{\gamma} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta L_T}{L_T} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta L_i}{L_i} \right)^2 } T^2
\]

Concerning uncertainties of the others quantities deduced from the thrust, one has the uncertainty over the specific impulse \( I_{sp} \):

\[ I_{sp} = \frac{T}{Q_m g} \]
\[
\left( \frac{\Delta I_{sp}}{I_{sp}} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{\Delta T}{T} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta Q_m}{Q_m} \right)^2,
\]

the uncertainty over the TTPR:

\[
\left( \frac{\Delta TTPR}{TTPR} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{\Delta T}{T} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta P}{P} \right)^2,
\]

and the uncertainty over the total efficiency \( \eta_T \):

\[
\left( \frac{\Delta \eta_T}{\eta_T} \right)^2 = 2 \left( \frac{\Delta T}{T} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta Q_m}{Q_m} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta P}{P} \right)^2.
\]

The relative uncertainties are given with respect to the thrust \( T \) on Fig. 12.

**Fig. 12 Theoretical relative uncertainties of the performance parameters with respect to the thrust**

In what follows, all the uncertainties will be visible as error bars on the figures.

**B. Parametric study with conducting walls**

The Fig. 13 shows the performances of ECR-PM-V1 thruster for different operating conditions. The thrust and the efficiency are presented with respect to the absorbed microwave power for four different xenon mass flowrates: 0.06, 0.08, 0.1 and 0.15 mg/s.

At 0.08 mg/s, when the microwave power is increased from 26 W to 50 W, the measured thrust increases from 560 to 680 \( \mu \text{N} \), while the thruster efficiency drops from 7.7\% to 5.5\%. Generally, the thrust increases with absorbed power and mass flow rate, with a maximum thrust of 960 \( \mu \text{N} \) measured at 0.15 mg/s and 51 W. On the other hand,
the total efficiency shows no clear trends: for 0.06 mg/s, 0.08 mg/s, and 0.1 mg/s, $\eta_T$ decreases with power, whereas efficiency seems to have an optimum at 0.125 mg/s, and is steadily increased with power at 0.15 mg/s.

![Graph showing evolution of thrust and total efficiency with power for five different mass-flow rates.](image)

**Fig. 13** Evolution of thrust (top) and total efficiency (bottom) with the power for five different mass-flow rates.

A convenient way to analyze these results is to plot the performances versus the ratio of the mass flow rate to the absorbed power $Q_m/P$. Fig. 14 presents the $I_{sp}$ as a function of $Q_m/P$ ratio for data obtained with the thruster configuration shown on Fig. 13. The specific impulse steadily drops from 1000 s for low $Q_m/P$ to 400 s at 6 $\mu$g/J. One can notice the linear trend of the data in this range of mass flow rate and power. This behavior enables to adjust the specific impulse of the thruster by tuning the operating condition.
Fig. 14 Specific Impulse ($I_{SP}$) with respect to the mass-flow rate to power ratio. The experimental data are fitted with a linear regression below 6 µg/J.

Even if the underlying physics is not fully understood, some informations can be pulled out from this observation. The most important of them is the behavior of the other quantities ($T$, TTPR, and $\eta_T$) with respect to the operating conditions.

In the linearity range (between 1 and 6 µg/J) the $I_{SP}$ can be written as:

$$I_{SP} = -\alpha \frac{Q_m}{P} + \beta$$

with $Q_m$ the mass flow rate, $P$ the absorbed power, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ positive constants.

One can deduce expressions for the Thrust To Power Ratio (TTPR) and for the total efficiency($\eta_T$):

$$TTPR = -\alpha g \left(\frac{Q_m}{P}\right)^2 + \beta g \left(\frac{Q_m}{P}\right)$$

$$\eta_T = \frac{g^2}{2} \left(\alpha^2 \left(\frac{Q_m}{P}\right)^3 - 2\alpha \beta \left(\frac{Q_m}{P}\right)^2 + \beta^2 \left(\frac{Q_m}{P}\right)\right)$$

It means that the performance indicators only depends on one parameter, $Q_m/P$, for a given thruster configuration in this range of power and mass flow rate (20-50 W, 0.06 – 0.15 mg/s). The thruster efficiency reach its maximum value when the first derivative of eq. (9) vanishes, giving:
\[ \left( \frac{Q_m}{P} \right)_\eta = \frac{\beta}{3\alpha} \Rightarrow \eta_{MAX} = \frac{2}{27} \frac{\beta^3}{\alpha} \]

Fig. 15 Thrust to power ratio (top) and total efficiency (bottom) with their empirical curve deduced from \( I_{sp} \) linear fit.

In the current configuration, the values for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) obtained with a linear fit on the Fig. 14 are 103.04 and 1001.4, respectively. Experimental data of the TTPR (top) and thruster efficiency (bottom) versus \( Q_m/P \) are shown on Fig. 15. The red curve stands for the efficiency calculated from the \( I_{sp} \) fit (Fig. 14) and is computed in the linear range of the data (up to 6 \( \mu g/J \)). In this range, TTPR increases up to \( Q_m/P = \beta/2\alpha \sim 4 \mu g/J \) where a value around 25 \( \mu N/W \) is reached. Concerning the total efficiency (Fig. 15 bottom), a maximum value is clearly visible around 8.5% for \( Q_m/P \sim 3 \mu g/J \). It should be noticed that slightly higher TTPR can be obtained for higher \( Q_m/P \).
(i.e. above the linearity range of the $I_{sp}$). However the thruster efficiency decreases in these conditions (less than 5%).

The fact that the performances depend on only one parameter ($Q_m/P$) for a given thruster configuration presents several advantages. First, it enables to change the thrust while keeping a maximum efficiency: the mass flow rate and the power can be increased in order to keep $Q_m/P$ constant. Moreover, the mass-flow to power ratio $Q_m/P$ can be varied in order to select the thruster operation mode: if the available power is the main limit, one can adjust the ratio to optimize the TTPR; if the total mass of propulsive gas is the main limit, a larger $I_{sp}$ can be obtained by reducing the ratio. And as a compromise for both the gas and power consumptions, the total efficiency can be adjusted according to eq. (10).

C. Insulating walls

In the following experiments, the inner surface of the source cylinder was covered with an insulating material (a thin layer of Kapton polyimide) to study the effect of the wall properties on the thruster performances. Fig. 16 compares the thrust and efficiency with and without dielectric layer for a mass flow rate of 0.1 mg/s of xenon. The measured thrust is raised by about 20% with non-conducting walls in the source. In the meantime, the thruster efficiency is increased from 7% to 10.5% at 40 W, i.e. an improvement of 40% of the performances.
Fig. 16 Comparison of measured thrust (top) and total efficiency (bottom) between metallic walls and dielectric walls configurations at 0.1 mg/s.

The experimental data with metallic and dielectric walls are expressed as a function of $Q_m/P$ ratio in Fig. 17. One can notice the linear behavior for both cases but with different values for $\alpha$ and $\beta$. However, the ratio $\beta/\alpha$ is very similar (9.7 $\mu g/J$ vs 10.2 $\mu g/J$), which means that the optimum operating condition given by eq. (10) is almost the same in both cases.
Fig. 17 Comparison of the Specific Impulse ($I_{sp}$) versus mass-flow rate to power ratio for metallic and dielectric walls.

Further experiments have shown that the total ion beam current is increased in the presence of insulating walls while the mean ion energy remains constant (not shown here).

This behavior means that either the ionization rate is higher or the plasma confinement is increased in the plasma source with insulated walls. Two phenomena could explain this effect: Secondary electron emission (SEE) and Simon short circuits. First, the additional dielectric polyimide layer has a different SEE yield than the original aluminum structure. The electron balance in the plasma is then changed, leading to a variation of the ionization rate, of the potential drop in the plasma sheath near the walls, and finally of the charged particle flux on the walls of the source [34]. Second, it is known that the conducting properties of the walls can modify the ion diffusion, allowing cross-field diffusion [35]. This could affect the plasma confinement and consequently the ion production efficiency. Finally the combination of these two phenomena could modify the axial distribution of ion bombardment on the walls and therefore the global emission flux of secondary electrons.

IV. Comparisons with electrostatic diagnostics

A comparison is made here between the two methods used to measure the performances of the ECR-PM-V1 thruster with conducting walls: direct measurement with the balance and indirect measurement with the electrostatic probe (i.e. Faraday probe). The global performance indicators ($T$ and $\eta_T$), and the detailed efficiencies (mass efficiency $\eta_m$, energy efficiency $\eta_e$ and divergence efficiency $\eta_D$) are shown and discussed. The detailed efficiencies are deduced from Faraday probe measurements. One can remind the formula of the total efficiency:
$\eta_T = \eta_D^2 \eta_e \eta_m$, with $\eta_D = \frac{T}{Q_m V_i}$, $\eta_e = \frac{I_{tot} E_i}{P}$ and $\eta_m = \frac{I_{tot} M_i}{eQ_m}$. $P$ is the microwave power deposited into the thruster (taken into account the losses in the cables and the impedance matching of the plasma).

Fig. 18 shows a comparison of the thrust (top) and of the total efficiency (bottom) obtained with direct thrust measurements and with electrostatic probe measurements. Experiments are performed at 0.1 mg/s for different values of power.

![Graph of thrust measurements](image1)

**Fig. 18** Comparison of thrust measurements (top) and thruster efficiencies (bottom) between direct (balance) and indirect (Faraday probe) measurements.

The error bars included in Fig. 18, which correspond to the uncertainties of the probe measurement, have been determined according to the recommended practice for the use of Faraday probes [36]. They have been calculated
using eq. (4), taking in account the uncertainty on the distance $D$ of the probe from the thruster; on the collector diameter; on the grid transparency; on the alignment with thrust axis; and on the ion energy. The current leakage in the measurement circuit and the error on the probe angle are negligible. The effect of secondary electron emission and the possible sheath expansion beyond the grid have not been taken into account.

For all microwave power levels, the thrust that is directly measured with the balance is about 20% higher than the estimation from the probes measurements. This leads to greater values of efficiency obtained with the balance. The maximum measured thrust is around 800 µN with the balance and 650 µN with the probe at approximately 50 W. Nevertheless, both methods show the same trends. In particular, the linear behavior of the $I_{SP}$ with respect to the mass-flow to power ratio $Q_m/P$ has also been confirmed with the probe measurements.

Although the thrust value inferred from probe measurements is less reliable than the thrust value directly measured with the balance, the probe results give more insight into the performance of the thruster.

Fig. 19 shows the efficiencies of the thruster (mass utilization, energy, divergence and total) with respect to the $Q_m/P$ ratio. Different trends are observed. The total efficiency $\eta_T$ is maximum for similar operating conditions ($\sim 3 \mu g/J$) with the direct and indirect method. The divergence efficiency $\eta_D$ is almost constant in the whole range (around 80%), which means that power and mass-flow rate have no influence on the angular distribution of ion current in the plume. The energetic efficiency $\eta_e$ increases between 1 and 3 $\mu g/J$ and remains constant around 20% above this value. On the opposite, the mass efficiency $\eta_m$ is maximum from 1 to 3 $\mu g/J$ (around 40%) and tends to decrease for higher $Q_m/P$.

The variations of the detailed efficiencies can enlighten some physical mechanisms in the source.
Fig. 19 The four different types of efficiencies against the mass-flow to power ratio for the same data set.

High $Q_m/P$ correspond to low reduced electric field ($E/N$). The electron temperature is then lower, and the ionization is less efficient leading to a lower mass efficiency. On the other hand, low mass-flow to power ratio leads to higher electron temperature and a better ionization of the propellant gas, which could explain the trend of $\eta_m$. However, electron losses on the walls also increase with the temperature. With a floating source, this finally leads to higher ion losses on the walls and a decrease of the energy efficiency. The formation of multiply charged ions could also play a role in the energy efficiency.

It is noteworthy that the total efficiency of the ECR thruster is here limited by the energy efficiency $\eta_e$. The main power losses in electrodeless plasma thrusters are the propellant ionization and the plasma losses on the radial and back walls of the source. The plasma losses depend on the electron temperature and on the magnetic confinement of the source. An analytical model of a helicon discharge has shown that the performances could be significantly improved by increasing the magnetic field [14]. This is a possible way of improving the ECR thruster.

The differences between the direct (balance) and the indirect (probe) measurements could have multiple sources and are probably not only due to the uncertainty. First, it could be a wrong assumption in the method used to compute the thrust such as the axisymmetry of the beam for example. Also, it was observed that the Faraday probe significantly perturbs the thruster. The direct thrust measurements on the balance are indeed affected by the presence of the probe. When the Faraday probe is in front of the thruster ($\varphi = 0^\circ$), the measured thrust is typically 10% lower than when the probe is at $\varphi = 90^\circ$, so the efficiency is about 20% lower. However, this effect by itself is not sufficient to explain the relative gap between the direct and indirect thrust measurements. The effect of the probe on
the thruster is not understood yet, but the diagnostic is clearly intrusive for the ECR thruster. Note that in all the direct measurements presented in the paper were performed with the probe at $\varphi = 90^\circ$.

Finally, charge exchange collisions with the background neutrals and with the plume neutrals could be an issue for the characterization of electric thrusters because it could affect the ion current distribution and the mean ion energy. However, in the conditions of our experiments (background pressure of $5 \times 10^{-6}$ to $10^{-5}$ mbar), the mean free path for charge exchange collision with neutrals from the background has been estimated to be in the range 5 m to 20 m with ions between 50 and 300 eV, using the cross sections that can be found in the literature [37]. This value is one to two orders of magnitude higher than the distance between the probe and the thruster, so charge exchanges with background neutrals can be neglected. There is still the possibility of charge exchange collisions with non-ionized xenon that exit the thruster. However, normalized angular profiles of ion current density have been compared for different mass-flow rates and no differences have been observed. Therefore the charge exchange collisions with plume neutrals have no significant effect on probe measurements.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, the first direct thrust measurements on an ECR plasma thruster have been performed. A pendulum thrust balance is used in the null mode with a PID controller. The maximum measured thrust is about 1 mN with a microwave power of 53 W and a xenon mass flowrate of 0.1 mg/s. The best thruster efficiency with the current version of permanent magnet thruster is about 11% at 39 W and 0.1 mg/s (with dielectric walls). The specific impulse can be as high as 1050s.

It was observed that the $I_{sp}$ follows a linear law with respect to the mass-flow rate to power ratio ($Q_m/P$) for a given thruster geometry and magnetic topology. Consequently, the total efficiency ($\eta_T$) only depends on $Q_m/P$ and can be maximized. Moreover, the operating conditions can be adjusted to favor the thrust level, the specific impulse, or the total efficiency. A further study would be required to better understand this behavior.

An important result is the significant improvement obtained when adding a dielectric layer on the metallic source walls. This leads to an increase of 25% of the thrust value. The phenomenon is either due to a change of the secondary electron emission rate or to different ion diffusion in the plasma due to electrical properties of the vessel walls.
Finally, the comparisons between direct and indirect measurements suggest that electrostatic probes systematically underestimate the thrust by about 20%, and hence the total efficiency by about 40%. This could come, at least partially, from the intrusive aspect of the Faraday probe that disturbs the thruster functioning.

All the results presented in this paper are obtained with the ECR-PM-V1 permanent magnet model of the ECR plasma thruster, which appears to be less efficient than the coil version presented in previous papers (4.5% versus 16% of total efficiency [15] when both are measured with probes). One of the reasons could be the topology of the magnetic field: the magnetic nozzle is more divergent in coil version than in the permanent magnet one. Therefore an improvement of the efficiency by a factor of 4 could be expected with an optimization of the magnetic field topology. In the future, different source geometries will be tested, and the effect of the divergence of the magnetic nozzle will be investigated, in order to optimize the design and to further improve the performances.
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